Interactive Visualization of Netflow Traffic
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Abstract—We introduce a novel tool for visualizing netflow traffic on enterprise networks called 3D Parallel Coordinate Planes (3DPCP). This tool provides operators with the ability to manipulate the visual flow of network traffic information by arranging two-dimensional planes along a vertical time axis in 3D space.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE 3DPCP CONCEPT

A key problem in computer network defense is understanding the current state of the network, including what attacks are happening, what impacts the attack will have on current and future mission plans, if and how the attacks are changing, and what options are available to improve the situation [1]. The 3D Parallel Coordinate Planes (3DPCP) enables operators to construct a visual representation of the activity on their networks, to explore hypotheses about threat behavior, and to understand how current network activities affect currently active and planned missions. The basic structure of the 3DPCP is shown in Fig. 1.

Like traditional parallel coordinate plots [2], 3DPCP displays and organizes all data through several feature dimensions, in this case two-dimensional planes. Each plane represents a 2D relationship of the incoming data (e.g., packet size or source IP), and is also a node in a decision tree representing the underlying dependencies. Each particle is a netflow record. Fig. 1 shows the graphical implementation on the left side, and the decision tree representation that underlays the graphical representation and controls the movement of particles in the visualization.

3DPCP creates a visual structure that amplifies the differences between malicious and legitimate traffic, and by manipulating the criteria for the split the investigator can configure the display to answer a number of important questions about the data. Particularly useful configurations of planes and filters may be stored for reuse, sharing with colleagues, or used in briefings to present the results of an investigation.

We are beginning evaluations of 3DPCP and current development is focused on plane definition, representation of dependency structure between planes, user interaction and scaling to larger data sets.
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Fig. 1. The 3D Parallel Coordinate Planes. Shown on the left is the current implementation, and on the right is the filters implemented in the 3DPCP.